
The inability of the Germ Theory to satisfy the POSTULATES OF KOCH… the Virus 

Theory can’t survive the basic requisites of scientific scrutiny to remain a theory, 

much less become a LAW. Dorland’s Illustrated Medical Dictionary tells us that a 

VIRUS is a minute, infectious agent not resolved (distinguished separately by the 

light microscope). It is without independent metabolism and can only replicate 

(reproduce itself) within a living host cell. A virion is defined as a complete viral 

particle found outside of host cells and can survive in crystalline form and can infect 

a living cell. In other words, the most intelligent virus (no brain or nervous 

system) outwits a cell membrane (the guardian of the cytoplasm), passes into 

the cells interior, sneaks by the lysosomes that normally ingest and digest 

intracellular decayed or foreign matter, trick the ribosomes and polysomes 

into believing that the virus is a friendly amino acid, enters into the amino 

acid polypeptide chain of amino acid residues, takes over the ribosomal 

control (coup d’etat), reproduces itself many times over and then kicks out a 

virion (crystalline) to attack the adjoining cell! 

Russian bacteria hunter Dimitri Iwanowski, who gathered fluid from diseased 

tobacco plants, achieved the first isolation of a virus in 1892. He passed this liquid 

through a filter fine enough to retain bacteria; yet to Iwanowski’s surprise, the 

bacteria-free filtrate easily made healthy plants sick. In 1898, a Dutch botanist, 

Martinus Willem Beijerinck, repeating the experiment, also recognized that there 

was an invisible cause and named the infectious agent “tobacco mosaic virus.” In 

the same year as Beijerinck, report, two German scientists purified a liquid 

containing filterable viruses that caused foot-and-mouth disease in cattle (viruses 

were at one time called filterable viruses, but eventually came to apply only to 

viruses, and was dropped). Walter Reed followed in 1901 with a filtrate responsible 

for yellow fever, and soon dozens of other “disease-causing” viruses were found. In 

1935, another American, Wendell M. Stanley, went back to the beginning and 

created pure crystals of tobacco mosaic virus from a filtered liquid solution. He 

affirmed that these crystals could easily infect plants, and concluded that a virus 

was not a living organism, since it could be crystallized like salt and yet remains 

infectious. Subsequently, bacteriologists all over the world began filtering for 

viruses, and a new area of biology was born–virology. Historically, 

medical science has vacillated on the question of whether a virus is 

alive. Originally it was described as nonliving, but is currently said to be an 

extremely complex molecule or an extremely simple microorganism, and is usually 

referred to as a parasite having a cycle of life. Commonly composed of either DNA 

or RNA cores with protein coverings, and having no inherent reproductive ability, 

viruses depend upon the host for replication. They must utilize the nucleic acids of 

living cells they infect to reproduce their proteins, which are then assembled into 

new viruses like cars on an assembly line. Theoretically, this is their only means of 

surviving and infecting new cells or hosts. 

Underlying the birth of virology was the doctrine of monomorphism–that all 

microorganisms are fixed species, unchangeable; that each pathological type 

produces only one specific disease; that microforms never arise endogenously, i.e., 

have absolute origin within the host; and that blood and tissues are sterile 

under healthy conditions. Theoretically, under ideal health conditions, the blood 

might be sterile, though it has the inherent potential to develop morbid microforms, 

as discussed earlier. Long and repeated observation of live blood in the phase-
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contrast, dark-field microscope, however, shows that the blood can contain various 

microforms in an otherwise asymptomatic host, or in a condition, or in a condition 

defined as normal or healthy in orthodox terms. Monomorphism was the 

cornerstone of developments in 20th-century medical research and treatments. 

Refusal by the mainstream to examine fairly, much less accept, the demonstrated 

facts of pleomorphism—that viruses and bacteria, yeast, fungi and mold, are 

evolutions from microzyma; that microforms can rapidly change their 

form (evolve and devolve) in vivo, one becoming another, dependent upon 

conditions in the biological terrain (environment); that blood and tissues are 

not necessarily sterile; and that there are no specific diseases, but only specific 

disease conditions–was the foundation of the debate. It is so called because those 

who wore the “robes” of scientific authority would not be swayed from folly when 

resented with its contrary proofs. These proofs began in earnest with 

Antoine Béchamp in the nineteenth-century. 

In the early third of the 20th-century, the heated debate took place over filterable 

bacteria versus non-filterable. This was a major battle concerning micromorphology. 

The orthodox view prevailed: bacterial forms were not small enough to pass, or did 

not have a smaller, earlier stage. What passed through “bacteria-proof” filters was 

something else, i.e., viruses. Standard medical textbooks long made this filtering 

distinction between bacteria and viruses. Subsequently, however, the cellular nature 

of many filterable forms originally thought to be viruses, such as some 

mycoplasmas, rickettsias, and various other groups, has been established. With the 

victory of the monomorphic view, deeper understanding of infectious “disease” was 

lost, setting the stage for cancer, degenerative symptoms and AIDS. 

A typical bacterium is about 1 micron in size. Most filterable forms now called 

viruses range in size from 0.3 micron to 0.01 micron–partially in the colloidal range. 

Most of the larger viruses are a third to a quarter the size of the average bacterium. 

Size is critical because 0.3 microns is the resolution limit of modern-day light 

microscopes. Thus, as viruses were discovered, they required an electron 

microscope to be seen, especially given the fact that Royal Rife’s microscope 

technology and career were destroyed by vested interests. Unfortunately, electron 

microscopes and the process of chemical staining disorganize all specimens, 

whereas Rife’s technology allowed life to proceed and thus evolve under its lens. As 

viruses became visible to advancing technology, the ramification was that the 

technology revealed, to minds infected with monomorphism, protein structures 

deemed foreign to the body. What is really known about viruses is that they are, 

according to Biochemistry, Lubert Stryer, 2nd Edition, 1981…”the most efficient of 

the self-reproducing intracellular parasites.” Yet, in the next sentence: “Viruses are 

unable to generate metabolic energy or to synthesize proteins.”–It’s a paradox! 

Maybe someday soon, with improvements in the electron microscope, we will find 

out that what are now being called and classified as viruses will prove to be 

intracellular crystallizations of protein catabolism–meaning the destructive 

process by which complex substances are converted into simple compounds. 

The 7th edition of Russell L. Cecil’s A Textbook Of Medicine (1947), said then, what 

is still the case today: “The nature of viruses is not yet definitely known, but certain 

facts appear well established. At the present time it is convenient to think of viruses 

as though they were obligate intracellular parasites of extremely small size.” From 
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whatever cause, when the proteinaceous structure of cellular cytoplasm is 

damaged, the bags of enzymes inside the cell, called lysosomes, release proteolytic 

enzymes that digest the dead protein of the cytoplasm. With death of the cell 

and disintegration of the cell nucleus, ribonuclease and deoxyribonuclease 

enzymes catalyze the depolymerization of RNA and DNA–providing the free 

strands of nucleoprotein which “mimic viruses” when viewed with the 

electron microscope. Volumes could be written about the assumptions, theories 

and hypothesis associated with immunology, the germ theory and the virus theory. 

Virologists today will state that the “virus” remains dormant and hidden in the body 

and some leading authorities reveal that these little trick-or-treaters are actually 

hiding in the nerve sheaths. 

Exosomes are particles released from the cell; they carry RNA, toxins and cellular 

debris in response to various insults (toxins, stress including fear, cancer, ionizing 

radiation, infection, injury, many diseases, immune response and asthma). A 

number of virologists agree with conclusions of Dr. Andrew Kaufman that viruses 

are exosomes; they are the same size, the same shape, both carry RNA and both 

attach to the same receptors. These exosomes/viruses are the result and not 

the cause of illness, with primary roles of coagulation, intercellular signaling and 

excretion of waste materials. If 5G, by overloading the body’s electrical circuitry 

and by high-jacking oxygen, causes injury to the lung cells, then an increased 

production of exosomes (wrongly called viruses) is sure to be the result—and thank 

goodness! 

No wonder the anti-viral medications—given in the early days of the pandemic, but 

now abandoned—caused such terrible side effects (allergic reactions, fever, nausea, 

vomiting, bleeding, diabetic lactic acidosis, damage to the kidney, liver and 

pancreas. . . and breathing problems). These drugs suppress the body’s efforts to 

protect itself against the poisonous effects of 5G and other toxins. 
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If you do a bit of surfing on the Internet, you will find that exosomes are the latest 

thing for diagnosis and therapy, with many medical uses—from cancer treatment, to 

wound healing, to hair restoration! 

It’s clear that we are making the same mistake with viruses that we have made 

with cholesterol and saturated fat—blaming a substance that is essential to life for 

causing disease. Just twenty years ago the medical profession “knew” that bacteria 

were killers—now we recognize that bacteria are essential to health. How long will it 

take us to learn that so-called viruses are our friends? 

It’s interesting to note that each wave of influenza has its own constellation of 

symptoms—during the Spanish flu epidemic the main problem was bleeding, the 

inability of the blood to coagulate; the main victims were healthy people in the 

prime of life, between the ages of twenty-five and forty. Today’s victims are older, 

usually with pre-existing conditions. The main symptom of today’s outbreak seems 

to be hypoxia, akin to high altitude sickness. 

Please watch this video by Dr. Cameron Kyle-Sidell, working on the front lines in 

New York City. Says Kyle-Sidell, “We’ve never seen anything like it!” The afflicted 

are literally gasping for air. In fact, the ventilators that the hospitals have scrambled 

to obtain do more harm than good and may be accounting for the high mortality 

rate. These patients don’t need help breathing—they need more oxygen when they 

take a breath. This is not the sign of a contagious disease but of a disruption of our 

mechanisms for producing energy and getting oxygen to the red blood cells. 

So is corona virus a contagious bad guy? Remember that researchers could not 

show that the dreadful Spanish flu was contagious. The fact that viruses are 

actually helpful exosomes, and that many who test positive are symptom-free, 
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makes their role as a perpetrator highly unlikely.  To settle this question once and 

for all, we need to do the same contagion studies that proved non-contagion in 

1918.  I’d be happy to be the first volunteer. 

Covid Virus? 

According to a seemingly non-controversial statement in Wikipedia a virus is: 

“… a submicroscopic infectious agent that replicates only inside the living cells of an 

organism. Viruses infect all types of life forms, from animals and plants to 

microorganisms, including bacteria and archaea.” 

There is wide scientific consensus that a virus is neither living or dead, but is an 

agent that requires a living cell to replicate, and it will cause infection and disease. 

Indeed, the peer-reviewed medical literature affirms that a virus is often referred to 

as a “parasite.” [1] 

But during this insane pandemic dissenting researchers have come to the fore to 

argue that in empirical science no such ‘deadly virus’ has been reproduced in a 

laboratory. Freedom of Information (FOIA) requests to governments further show 

that none will claim they can demonstrate in the lab that SARS-CoV-2 is the 

causative agent of infection. 

For example, ‘UK’s Govt Office For Science Admits No Proof Of Isolated ‘COVID-19 

Virus’’, ‘The Non-Existent Virus; And The Implications’‘Even CDC Now Admits No 

‘Gold Standard’ Of COVID19 Virus Isolate’, 

In 2020, Principia Scientific International was the world’s first 

independent science association to declare there was no LAB proof of 

COVID19. Their expert in this field, Dr Saeed Qureshi, was at the forefront of calling 

out the fraud. 

So, is virology in a mess over this? Principia Scientific International shares with 

readers some of their concerns on the key issues. 

Crucially, as a science association strongly supportive of empiricism and the 

traditional scientific method (as extolled by Karl Popper) we question why modern 

medicine seems to have abandoned the standard measure of proving the existence 

of a disease – Koch’s postulates. 

To our way of thinking Koch’s postulates appears to have been abandoned during 

the current pandemic. Not lost on us is the worrisome lack of post mortems being 

performed on so called victims of COVID19. 

Even at the height of the Spanish Flu epidemic of 1918 evidence gathering via 

pathology was key. But now pathology is being bypassed in what seems a rush to 

accept an unproven panacea – mass vaccination with experimental gene 

therapy (mRNA). 

When post mortems are carried out on supposed ‘COVID19 victims’ the results 

prove no such cause of death, as they showed in ‘ Top Pathologist: ‘NO ONE Has 

Died From The Coronavirus!’ 

The A high-profile European pathologist, Dr. Stoian Alexov called the World Health 

Organization (WHO) a “criminal medical organization” for creating 
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worldwide fear and chaos without providing objectively verifiable proof of 

a pandemic. 

 Dr. Alexov, Bulgarian Pathology Association (BPA) president added that with no 

hard evidence to prove the existence of any deadly virus it is “impossible” to 

create a vaccine against it. 

Meanwhile, in the UK speaking to the Daily Record Scotland’s most eminent 

pathologist, Tony Busuttil, emeritus professor of forensic medicine at Edinburgh 

University, said: 

“Without Post-Mortems, We Can’t Really Say For Sure What Has Gone On And Why 

The Patient Has Died And If We Are To Combat The New Virus, We First Have To 

Understand Its Effects.” 

In these dark days we lament the sweeping abandonment of the scientific method 

of replication and of demonstrating a cause and effect, as government ‘experts’ 

seemingly rush to chop and change medical policies on the fly and where ‘the cure 

is worse than the disease‘ becomes our ultimate nightmare. 

The problems inherent in nations efficaciously tackling a pandemic and providing a 

coordinated medical response have been known to science since 1918 at the height 

of the Spanish Influenza epidemic and yet the medical science establishment 

prefers not to acknowledge this because to do so would likely invalidate a major 

cornerstone of allopathic germ theory. 

Yet even New Scientist admits that: 

“Medical And Scientific Experts Now Agree That Bacteria, Not Influenza Viruses, 

Were The Greatest Cause Of Death During The 1918 Flu Pandemic.” [2] 

On this issue, have a read of ‘The Truth About The 1918 ‘Viral Influenza’ Pandemic.’ 

Germ Theory views the human body as an uninfected biological system that must 

be defended against external attack. For over a century, Big Pharma has made big 

bucks from selling us potions to fend off ‘infections’ while denying the reality that 

a healthy immune system is the body’s own defense against disease (i.e prevention 

is better than cure). 

As a seasoned professional science writer I have spent over a decade working with 

scientists to expose the lies about man-made global warming. That nonsense was 

premised on the false hypothesis, conceived in the minds of second rate academics, 

that a benign trace atmospheric gas, carbon dioxide – one of nature’s best 

cooling gases and widely used in industry as a refrigerant – somehow ‘traps heat’ 

and dangerously warms our planet. 

Thankfully, a significant number of honest, empirical scientists have since 

abandoned that nonsense. 

But correcting such entrenched misunderstandings can take decades of dedicated 

skeptical analysis and cold, hard critical reasoning to overturn a deeply-held visceral 

belief, a false scientific notion. 
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As such, just as with the false greenhouse gas theory of supposed CO2 warming, so 

with the consensus about virus theory which is now being methodically overturned 

despite the best efforts of corrupt politicians and corporations. 

It is becoming harder for germ theory zealots to persuasively argue against the 

proposition that if a virus cannot be proven to be the agent for the transmission of 

disease, then the entire rational for lockdowns, social distancing and mask wearing 

to ward off infection should be consigned to history as an almighty public policy 

misstep based on junk science. 

Among the most strident and highly qualified medical experts leading the paradigm 

shift is Dr. Andrew Kaufman whose research shows COVID-19 is an exosome which 

exists normally in our lung cell fluid. Dr Kaufman is a medical doctor, graduated in 

molecular Biology from Massachusetts Institute of Technology and involved 

in cancer medication and in medical data collection with the New 

York Health department and the CDC, then later specialized in psychiatry. 

An excellent discussion by Kaufmann and medical colleagues on the issues is in this 

video (Is Covid-19 Really an Exosome and not a Virus?): 

In his presentation Dr Kaufmann correctly asserts that the COVID19 virus (Sars-

Cov-2) has never been isolated. This is borne out by the numerous freedom of 

information (FOIA) requests to leading western governments who all admit their 

scientists possess no ‘gold standard’ isolate of the virus. 

Of course, this is devastating to the claims of the pandemic fear-mongers because 

Dr Kaufmann goes on to explain how the ubiquitous PCR test used to ‘detect’ the 

virus is less than useful and was never designed as a diagnostic tool. 

For well over a year we have endured the insanity of doctors using flawed PCR tests 

and erroneously ‘detecting’ a virus that is not proven to exist in science which then 

is used to justify a ‘vaccine’ not tailored to defeat a virus that has not been isolated! 

Circular insanity, if you will. 

My success as a skeptic writer on the man-made global warming narrative has 

guided my research into this fascinating subject and the potential ramifications for 

the survival of humanity are no less dire. 

Therefore the $64,000 question to governments and Big Pharma is: Wouldn’t you 

have to sequence the virus (obtain a ‘gold standard’ isolate) before you can make 

a PCR test for it and then a vaccine to effectively fight it? 

Of course, no bribed/blackmailed/coerced quack, politician or mainstream 

media ‘journalist’ will ever come out to seriously answer this question and 

encourage open and honest debate. 

But any good skeptic would want to uncover evidence antithetical to the points that 

Dr Kaufman raised, like an actual experiment that shows through the scientific 

method, that viruses are contagious pathogens spread from one person to another. 

Dr Kaufmann et al assert no such empirical science exists. 

Though what other colleagues and myself at Principia Scientific International have 

found is that the PCR test may be the root of a mass deception because if it is run 
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through too many cycles (25+) it will simply begin to tell you that almost any tiny 

remnants of RNA will create a false positive for COVID19. 

This is why some fruits, goats, tap water, Coca-Cola and eventually ANYTHING are 

testing to be PCR positive but are false positives from a flawed test protocol 

(see: Some Fruit And A Goat Now Test COVID-19 Positive). 

In our wider discussions on germ theory we asked such questions as: How does 

Polio spread if not by virus? Why has Smallpox been eradicated? In answer, we 

deduced that a key factor in modern disease eradication has been vast 

improvements in sanitation, infrastructure and 

hygiene. http://www.whale.to/vaccines/decline1.html 

“The decline in infectious diseases in developed countries had nothing to do with 

vaccinations, but with the decline in poverty and hunger.”–Dr Buchwald, M.D. 

“Up to 90% of the total decline in the death rate of children between 1860-1965 

because of whooping cough, scarlet fever, diptheria, and measles occured before 

the introduction of immunisations and antibiotics.”—Dr Archie Kalokerinos, M.D. 

Many such doctors and researchers have found that polio was caused by lead, 

mercury, and/or other types of chemical pollution, and then unscrupulous bad 

actors falsely blamed such poisoning on a virus so to avoid responsibility, as well as 

to fill the bank accounts of big pharma. 

By doing your own research you will also uncover that the same type of misleading 

hypocrisy has been repeated for many other conditions which were more likely due 

to toxic pollution, but falsely blamed on 

viruses. https://theinfectiousmyth.com/polio-timeline.html 

The thrust of what Dr Kaufmann and germ theory skeptics are saying is that while 

the COVID 19 pandemic has certainly put huge focus on detecting corona 

particles, they are not the CAUSE, they are the RESULT of disease. 

They argue that the so-called current outbreak could be a mix of things including 

another unidentified influenza instead of the hype over a new corona virus 

particle. 

Yet, even a non-scientist can simply examine the excess mortality data for 

the past 18 months and contrast and compare the data with death rates for 

the last 20 or 30 years and see for themselves that there is NOTHING 

unusual happening. 

Death rates are, in fact, currently LOWER in many regions than in previous 

years. This is ‘Why We Must Question The COVID 19 Mortality Statistics.’ 

Senior Principia Scientific International scientist, Dr Saeed Qureshi addresses this 

issue in his article ‘Did COVID Cause ‘Excess Deaths?’where he shows, inter alia, 

that CDC numbers for excess deaths in 2020 show a 0.14% increase in the 

expected annual death numbers, well within normal variation. If anything ‘Covid-19 

Vaccines Lead To New Infections And Mortality’ 

Are Viruses Really Exosomes? 

Have you heard of the emerging theory of what viruses might be: exosomes? 
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Are you absolutely certain that COVID-19 is contagious? 

How confident are you in the results from the test? 

Most of the case studies come from this paper by David Crowe, where he has all of 

his citations at the end: https://theinfectiousmyth.com/book/Co… 

Look hard enough and you will see qualified scientists saying that exosomes are 

often indistinguishable from viruses. Exosomes are the same size as viruses (0.1 

microns)—they do vary a little – but are mostly similar. They are secreted by cells 

and are extracellular vesicles that transport messages between cells to inform each 

other when they are in danger. [3] 

Do Your Eyes Deceive You? 

Look at the images below. Are they images of viruses or exosomes? Would you 

know the difference or do you rely on a government ‘expert’ to help you out? 
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Dr. Stefan Lanka, virologist and molecular biologist, is mostly known internationally 

as an “AIDS dissident” (and maybe “gentechnology dissident”) who has been 

questioning the very existence of “HIV” since 1994. He is a controversial figure 

vilified by the mainstream media (often a sign a ‘white hat’ is over the target 

exposing evil). 

Although we used a Wikipedia quote at the top of this article it is worth noting 

that Wikipedia has banned Stephan Lanka’s page. Indeed, it also refuses to permit 

any entry for Principia Scientific International despite our 7,000+ STEM members 

and being a bona fide science association for over a decade. 

For more than a year Wikipedia redirected ‘Lanka’ searches to a page on “HIV/AIDS 

denialism”. Now it redirects to some quack named David Bardens. To our way of 

thinking, this is pretty good evidence that the establishment fears Dr. Lanka. For 

your edification do check out the Wikipedia list of “germ theory denialists” and 

verify the qualifications of those 

cited: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_germ_theory_denialists 

Dr. Lanka is certainly a thorn in the side of consensus thinkers and signaled a 

possible paradigm shift away from germ theory when he made his almost 

“legendary” Zenger´s interview: 

“So, For A Long Time I Studied Virology, From The End To The Beginning, From The 

Beginning To The End, To Be Absolutely Sure That There Was No Such Thing As 

HIV. And It Was Easy For Me To Be Sure About This Because I Realized That The 

Whole Group Of Viruses To Which HIV Is Said To Belong, The Retroviruses – As 
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Well As Other Viruses Which Are Claimed To Be Very Dangerous – In Fact Do Not 

Exist At All.” 

Dr Lanka and others have suggested that one of the keys to facilitate a 

mass deception about viruses was via the technology of the electron microscope 

which has radically affected modern medicine over the past 60 years. It is 

substantially thanks to electron microscopy that virology has been so persuasive. 

But all may not be as as it seems! 

Questioning the iconic images of viruses we see splashed all over the media and in 

medical journals, Dr Lanka said: 

“All These Photos Have In Common That They, Respectively The Authors, Can´T 

Claim That They Represent A Virus, As Long As They Do Not Also Provide The 

Original Publications Which Describe How And What From The Virus Has Been 

Isolated. Such Original Publications Are Cited Nowhere. 

Indeed, In The Entire Scientific Medical Literature There´S Not Even One 

Publication, Where The Fulfillment Of Koch´S First Postulate Is Even Claimed For 

Such Viruses. This Means That There Is No Proof That The Viruses Held Responsible 

For These Diseases Have Been Isolated From Humans Afflicted By Them. 

Nevertheless, This Is Precisely What They Publicly Claim.” 
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It may yet be proven that vaccines per se may not be the solution to disease 

eradication because it may be shown that immunity does not come 

from antibodies. Antibodies are regulating agents. They are merely white blood 

cells that regulate infection, and thus, the healing process. Viruses may thus be 

shown to be simply part of the healing phase. 

As explained at www.vaccinationinformationnetwork.com we should be skeptical of 

these images because: 

1. Many of the photos are colored. This is proof enough, that they are the 

(art)work of designers, because electron microscopic photos always appear in 

black and white. 

2. The images of the so called HIV-, measles (Masern)- and smallpox (Pocken) 

viruses clearly show, as the image descriptions partly already indicate, that 

these are cells wherein the viruses can allegedly be found. Thus, nothing has 

been isolated. The photos actually show cells and typical endogenous 

particles in them. These structures are well known and serve the intra- and 

inter-cellular transport. Unlike viruses of the same kind – which are 

consistently the same size and same shape – they differ in size and shape 

and therefore can´t have been isolated. 

3. In the case of the influenza- herpes-, vaccinia-, polio-, adeno- and ebola-

viruses each photo shows only a single particle; nobody claims that they´re 

isolated particles, let alone particles that have been isolated from humans. 

These particles are partially the cellular particles mentioned above (#2) resp. 

typical artifacts which means: structures that accrue after inappropriate fixing and 

drying of the probes, while being prepared for the electron microscope. 

1. The “isolated” polio viruses are artificial particles, generated by suction of an 

indifferent mass through a very fine filter into a vacuum. Its structure (no 

characteristic structures) differ clearly from the ones of the “viruses” in the 

cells. Here the information is essential that a biochemical characterization of 

those “isolated” viruses, although “isolation” is claimed, has never been 

published anywhere nor has anybody even claimed such a characterization. 

2. The photo of the hepatitis B “viruses” does not show isolated structures, but 

– as the image title already says, an agglutinate. This is the 

scientific/medical term for proteins from the blood that are clumped together, 

as is typical for coagulations. Typically, round and also crystal structures 

accrue – depending on the condition of the blood sample – as a consequence  

“In summary, it must be said that these photos are an attempt of fraud committed 

by the researchers and medical scientists involved, as far as they assert that these 

structures are viruses or even isolated viruses. To what extent the involved 

journalists and authors of textbooks have contributed to this fraud knowingly or 

only out of gross negligence, I don´t know. Everyone who starts researching the 

medical literature, will quickly encounter statements and references that Koch´s 

first postulate can´t be fulfilled (i.e. Großgebauer: Eine kurze Geschichte der 

Mikroben, 1997 [“A short history of the microbes”]; editor: Verlag für angewandte 

Wissenschaft). How these authors who claim the existence of viruses could overlook 

that, remains a riddle.” [4] 
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Pro-vaccine advocates will obviously try to discredit Dr Lanka’s analyses, mostly 

because it undermines much of what we think we know about AIDS. However, 

Lanka has proven his mettle already by winning a benchmark court case 

in Germany, which seems to validate his science (image below). 

 

In the informative video below Dr. Thomas Cowan discusses Virology with Dr. 

Stefan Lanka: 

If the above video was of interest, check out the video below with the 

excellent Catherine Austin Fitts wherein Dr. Thomas Cowan suggests alternatives to 

the “germ theory” of disease and depicts Louis Pasteur, the leading proponent 

of germ theory, as a fraud. 

Jeff Green is another emerging writer and researcher in this field and he tells us: 

“People tell me all the time that they’ve gotten sick from their loved one, or they 

caught this virus or that virus from their loved one. I tell them that is what I term 

the ‘Illusion of Viral Activity’. This is because viruses and bacteria are cyclical in 

nature, occurring at the same time in the majority of the population each year. This 

happens because the body, on a cyclical basis, dumps mass stored toxins after a 

certain accumulation occurs over a period of time.” [5] 
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Like Dr Kaufmann Jeff Green points to the seasonality of so many mass ‘infections’ 

which occur every year; sometimes milder, sometimes stronger. 

Kaufmann, Green et al. argue that seasonal variations in temperature and climate 

bring about the necessary signals for our bodies to begin a cyclical cleansing 

processes. 

“When you have households that live together, they almost always eat the same 

foods, drink the same water, and breathe the same air; sharing identical habits. It 

is common for them to have similar detoxification times, therefore they will 

experience cold or flu around the same time. This does not mean viruses 

are contagious. Viruses and bacteria are not contagious. No virus is, “ says Green. 

[id.] 

Where thinkers like Green and Kaufmann differ is regarding the difference between 

exosomes and viruses. Kaufmann goes as far as to say viruses may not even exist. 

Green believes they do. 

Though critics of germ theory often do agree as to why we have a flu season—

because changes in humidity, lack of sunlight in winter brings about bodily changes 

at the cellular level. ‘Flu season’ may therefore have to be re-named 

as ‘Low Vitamin D season.’ 

It is perfectly conceivable that bacteria (or virus) become manifest in winter in 

order to disassemble and break toxins down to be excreted from the body—via 

skin, mucus, respiratory system, and bowels. Coughing, sneezing, high fever 

symptoms associated with influenza may be all part of the body’s detox process. 

Many of us simply happen to detox at the same time seasonally and/or at times of 

extreme stress. 

People have long bought into an illusion and believe influenza is contagious—that is 

the nature of mankind; they’re easily self-deceived by coincidences. 

As Green tells us, health is rife with such mis-observations because it cannot be 

directly seen. Therefore, the answer is not obvious at first and is a complex puzzle 

for those that do not understand the nature of the body. 

In reality it is no different than bears coming out of hibernation, or trees 

blossoming at the same time. Most do not all come out on the same day, but they 

gradually do so one after the other. In short, we should learn to focus on building a 

strong immune system and be wary of snake oil salesmen in Big Pharma foisting on 

us unproven potions for mythical diseases when the real cure is prevention through 

proper nutrition, avoiding stress and a healthy lifestyle. 

Rest assured, this won’t be the last word on this evolving story. Many bad actors 

hold key positions in authority and are invested in maintaining the status quo. Only 

by concerted wider public action will the fraud be fully revealed and the masses 

awakened. 

See also: 

• WATCH: MASSIVE LIES Regarding VIRUSES Including HIV- AIDS & Covid-

19 – Inventor of PCR Test Exposes Fauci – This Is A Shocking Medical 

Revelation {Mirror} 
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• WATCH: The Viral Misconception, by Alana Fournet 

• The Contagion Myth – Buy the Book 

• WATCH: Origin of Viruses; AIDS by Injection 

• WATCH: The history of viruses and bacteria from German virologist Dr. 

Stefan Lanka. 

• WATCH: There is no evidence that any virus causes any disease – David 

Icke talks to Dawn Lester, co-author of ‘What really makes you ill’ 

• WATCH: The Final Refutation of Virology 

• Read more by Jeff Green at virusesarenotcontagious.com 

• More by Dr Andrew Kaufmann at thebigvirushoax.com 

• More by Dr Stefan Lanka: Lanka’s papers on the virus misconception: 

▪ The Virus Misconception — Measles As an Example Part I 

▪ The Virus Misconception — Measles As an Example Part II 

▪ How Dead Are Virus Anyway? All Claims of Virus Existence Refuted 

▪ The Causes of Corona Crisis Are Clearly Identified — Virologists Who 

Claim Disease-Causing Viruses Are Science Fraudsters and Must Be 

Prosecuted 

 

Chronological History of Events Related to Viruses 

February 2, 2023 

 

Researchers Discover COVID Drug Created By Merck Is Causing Virus 

Mutations In Patients 

Researchers in the United States and the United Kingdom have revealed that 

Lagevrio, a drug designed by Merck meant to treat COVID, is causing the virus to 

mutate in patients. This creates the potential for more communicable and deadly 

versions of COVID to emerge in the future. When one studies how Lagevrio works, 

this should not come as a shock. The pill attacks the COVID virus by trying ... 

Read More 
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January 25, 2023 

 

Project Veritas Exposes Pfizer R&D Director: Pfizer plans to Mutate Covid 

for “Directed Evolution” and Profiteer from Vaccines 

Project Veritas released a new video today exposing a Pfizer executive, Jordon 

Trishton Walker, who claims that his company is exploring a way to “mutate” COVID 

via “Directed Evolution” to preempt the development of future vaccines. When 

confronted following the release of the undercover video, Jordan Tristan Walker 

plays victim and destroys a Project Veritas iPad. Walker says that 

Directed Evolution is different than Gain-of-Function, which ... 

Read More 

January 9, 2023 

 

US House of Representatives Forms the ‘Weaponization of Government’ 

Select Committee Headed by Patriot Jim Jordan 

Republicans across America deserve to be thrilled this morning with the 

news conservative bulldog Congressman Jim Jordan (R-OH) will be leading a select 

committee investigating the innumerable abuses of power by the Biden Regime. 

Given Jordan’s impeccable credentials with the right, the Regime better start 

sweating. According to the Post Millennial, this “weaponization of government” 

committee will chiefly focus on four areas: the collusion between the Regime and ... 

Read More 

December 18, 2022 

 

California Dem Behind Radical Plan To Vaccinate Children Joins American 

Medical Association 
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A former California state senator whose proposal to mandate 

coronavirus vaccines for school children was too radical for the progressive state 

legislature is now consulting with the American Medical Association. Dr. Richard Pan 

will join the AMA's Medical Education Group, where he will consult on the 

organization's standards for universities' medical training programs. Pan, a 

pediatrician, made waves this year with a proposal to vaccinate all ... 

Read More 

December 7, 2022 

 

U.K. Approves Pfizer Covid Vaccine for Babies Despite Study Showing 1 in 

500 Hospitalised With Side-Effects 

Pfizer’s Covid vaccine has been authorised in the U.K. for infants aged six months to 

four years-old, the medicines regulator confirmed today. The Mail has more. Covid 

vaccines were today approved for babies in Britain, in a move likely to spark huge 

controversy. Regulators gave the green light for all infants older than six months to 

get a special, low-dose formulation of Pfizer’s jab. Its decision opens the ... 

Read More 

December 5, 2022 

 

World Health Organization Meets to Plot Censorship of “Misinformation” 

Under International Pandemic Treaty 

Members of the World Health Organization (WHO), an unelected international 

public health agency, are meeting to consider a draft version of a proposed 

international pandemic treaty which will give the WHO new powers to “tackle false, 

misleading, misinformation or disinformation” and be legally binding under 

international law. The draft treaty contains various provisions in Article 16 

(“Strengthening pandemic and public health literacy”) that require the WHO’s 194 

... 

Read More 
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November 23, 2022 

 

The Fauci Deposition: AG from MO and LA Depose Dr. Fauci, Prove He Was 

Not Honest with the American Public 

The day before Thanksgiving, Missouri Attorney General Eric Schmitt, along 

with Louisiana Attorney General Jeff Landry, deposed Anthony Fauci (head of the 

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases [NIAID]) at the National 

Institutes for Health (NIH) in Bethesda, Maryland. The Gateway Pundit previously 

reported in May that the Missouri and Louisiana Attorneys General filed a 

lawsuit (Missouri v. Biden) against the Biden Administration, including Joe 

Biden himself, Anthony Fauci, the ... 

Read More 

October 28, 2022 

 

Marxist Medical Boards Strip Top Dr. Peter McCullough’s Medical 

Credentials for Speaking the Truth About COVID Vaccine 

One of the most respected doctors in the world and top cardiologists and 

epidemiologist in the country had his license revoked for speaking the truth about 

the danger of COVID vaccines. Dr. McCullough is an Internist, Cardiologist, and 

Epidemiologist who testified to the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and 

Governmental Affairs in November 2020. Dr. McCullough is a cardiologist and was 

vice chief of internal medicine at Baylor ... 

Read More 
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October 19, 2022 

 

Boston Lab Scientists create a New Deadly Covid Strain with an 80% Kill 

Rate 

Boston University scientists were today condemned for 'playing with fire' after it 

emerged they had created a lethal new Covid strain in a laboratory. DailyMail.com 

revealed the team had made a hybrid virus — combining Omicron and the original 

Wuhan strain — that killed 80 per cent of mice in a study. The revelation exposes 

how dangerous virus manipulation research continues to go on even in the ... 

Read More 

October 11, 2022 

 

Pfizer Director Admits Vaccine was Never Tested on Preventing 

Transmission During EU Hearing Contrary to Previous Claims 

During a COVID-19 EU hearing, Pfizer’s president of international developed 

markets, Janine Small, admitted that the vaccine had never been tested on its 

ability to prevent transmission, contrary to what was previously advertised. Robert 

“Rob” Roos, a politician from the Netherlands who is also a member of the 

European Parliament, exposed the lie that people from all over the world had been 

led to believe. “If ... 

During a COVID-19 EU hearing, Pfizer’s president of international developed 

markets, Janine Small, admitted that the vaccine had never been tested on its 

ability to prevent transmission, contrary to what was previously advertised. 

Robert “Rob” Roos, a politician from the Netherlands who is also a member of the 

European Parliament, exposed the lie that people from all over the world had been 

led to believe. 
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“If you don’t get vaccinated, you’re antisocial. This is what the Dutch prime minister 

and health minister told us. You don’t get vaccinated just for yourself, but also for 

others. You do it for all of society, that’s what they said. Today, this turned out to be 

complete nonsense. ” Roos said in his viral bombshell video posted on Twitter. 

“In a COVID hearing in the European Parliament, one of the Pfizer directors just 

admitted to me at the time of introduction, the vaccine had never been tested on 

stopping the transmission of the virus,” Roos said. 

In one of the most atrocious crimes against humanity, all the governments worked 

together with big pharma and big tech to deceive the general public into taking the 

COVID shot. 

They lied to us. They coerced millions of people into being vaccinated on the lie of 

preventing transmission. 

“This removed the entire legal basis for the covert passport. The COVID 

passport that led to massive institutional discrimination as people lost access to 

essential parts of society. I find this to be shocking, even criminal,” Roos added. 

During the hearing, when asked by Ross if the Pfizer COVID vaccine tested on 

stopping the transmission of the virus before it entered the market, Janine Small 

responded while smiling: 

“Regarding the question around did we know about stopping immunization 

before it entered the market? No. We have to really move at the speed 

of science to really understand what is taking place in the market.” 

Watch the video below: 

Rob Roos joined Tucker Carlson to discuss this explosive testimony in the EU 

Parliament. 

Rob Roos described the seriousness of this revelation. 

MP Rob Roos: It really was a special moment. For the first time, Pfizer admitted 

that the vaccine was not tested on stopping the transmission of the virus when it 

entered the market. And this has massive implications. Governments pushed 

millions of people worldwide to get vaccinated by telling them to do it for your 

grandmother. And they took perfectly healthy young people into taking this jab 

using false arguments. And they used big words such as antisocial to sew an 

immense hatred against people who refused to comply with the government’s 

wishes. And even worse, many governments, including mine, actually introduced 

so-called COVID passports. These passports made access to parts of society 

conditional. Those who did not wish to get vaccinated lost that access, not being 

able to visit a restaurant or a gym, all in the name of public health. Our 

governments love to talk about institutional discrimination, but this was real 

institutional discrimination. In many countries, like the US 

and Italy, vaccine mandates were introduced for certain professions. Many people 

lost their job, their livelihoods, their businesses because they stood by their 

principles. Austria even had a lockdown for the infection and because of this reason, 

the government literally imprisoned people within their own homes. 
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All of this was based on the idea that the vaccination helped prevent the spread of 

the virus. Otherwise, why should people be kept out of society? But this has now 

proven to be a big lie. Even the President for International Development Markets of 

Pfizer now admits that there was no scientific basis to say the vaccination would 

stop the transmission of the virus. And I find this one of the biggest scandals of our 

time. The politicians responsible for this will be angry that people are looking back 

at this time, but I won’t forget what they did to millions of people. And if we are 

a democracy, we should have accountability. And that’s what I’m calling for. 

Pfizer knew about the BIG LIE and said NOTHING. 

So when do the human rights tribunals begin? 

When are the people behind the BIG LIE held responsible for their mass 

destruction. 

DEMAND TRIBUNALS! 

Fake News / Fact Check 

Madison Dapcevich from Lead Stories 

Initially, Lead Stories author Madicson Dapcevich, who has a degree in journalism 

and not science, placed a “false” rating on TGP’s story.  Soon after TGP’s article 

calling them out was published, they changed the rating to “missing context.” 

Lead Stories explains the change in types of flags due to labeling for the headline, 

not the content of the story. TPG’s headline reads: BREAKING BIG: Pfizer Director 

Admits Vaccine was Never Tested on Preventing Transmission During EU Hearing 

Contrary to Previous Claims (VIDEO) 

TGP’s headline says previous claims, not previous claims made as part of the actual 

study. 

Further,  Lead Stories  writes in their explanation for flagging TGP’s  headline is 

“Mainly because the Instagram image and caption left out any mention of the 

studies that were carried out about transmission after the clinical trial,” and that  it 

was “making it sound like something was ‘admitted’ or ‘advertised’ about 

transmission by Pfizer solely on the basis of the clinical trial.” 

Read More on the false Fact Check on TGP’s article at TGP 

Sources: 

• https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/10/human-rights-tribunals-begin-

eu-mp-reveals-pfizer-no-evidence-vaccines-stopped-spread-covid19-arrest-

fauci-arrest-pfizer-execs-now-video/ 

• https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/10/breaking-pfizer-director-

admits-vaccine-never-tested-preventing-transmission-eu-hearing-contrary-

previously-advertised/ 
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The Rockefeller Institute And The Criminal Polio Fraud 
Written by Vanessa Beeley | Published on October 18, 2022 

 

The fraudulent “scientific” study of biological viruses created by the Rockefeller 

medical cabal. The corrupt model of modern medicine is an epidemic based on fear, 

not viruses or bacteria. One of the outcomes of the alleged 

new SARS Covid virus that publicly emerged in 2019 is that the medical 

specialization of virology has been raised to a stature almost Godlike in the 

media.  Few understand the origins of virology and its elevation into a leading role 

in today’s medicine practice.  For this we need to look at the origins and politics of 

America’s first medical research institute, the Rockefeller Institute for Medical 

Research, today Rockefeller University, and their work on what they claimed was a 

polio virus. 

In 1907 an outbreak of a sickness in New York City gave the director of the 

Rockefeller Institute, Simon Flexner, MD, a golden opportunity to lay claim to 

discovery of an invisible “virus” caused by what was arbitrarily called 

poliomyelitis.  The word poliomyelitis simply means inflammation of the spinal 

cord’s grey matter.  There were some 2,500 New Yorkers, mostly children, 

designated with some form of poliomyelitis, including paralysis and even death, that 

year. 

Flexner’s Fraud 

The most striking aspect of the entire polio saga in the USA during the first half of 

the 20th Century was the fact that every key phase of the business was controlled 

by people tied to what became the Rockefeller medical cabal.  This fraud started 

with claims by the Director of the Rockefeller Institute, Simon Flexner, that he and 

his colleague, Paul A. Lewis, had “isolated” a pathogen, invisible to the eye, smaller 

even than bacteria, which they claimed caused the paralyzing sickness in a series of 

outbreaks in the US.  How did they come to this idea? 

In a paper published in 1909 in the Journal of the American Medical Association, 

Flexner claimed he and Lewis had isolated the poliomyelitis virus responsible.  He 

reported they had successfully “passaged” poliomyelitis through several monkeys, 

from monkey to monkey.  They began by injecting diseased human spinal cord 

tissue of a young boy who had died, presumably from the virus, into the brains of 

monkeys.  After a monkey fell ill, a suspension of its diseased spinal cord tissue was 

injected into the brains of other monkeys who also fell ill. 

They proclaimed that the Rockefeller Institute doctors had thus proven 

poliomyelitis virus causality for the mysterious disease.  They hadn’t done anything 

of the sort.  Flexner and Lewis even admitted that: 

“We failed utterly to discover bacteria, either in film preparations or in cultures, 

that could account for the disease; and, since among our long series of 

propagations of the virus in monkeys not one animal showed, in the lesions, the 

cocci described by some previous investigators, and we had failed to obtain any 

such bacteria from the human material studied by us, we felt that they could be 

excluded from consideration.” 
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What they then did was to make a bizarre supposition, a leap of faith, not a 

scientific claim.  They took their hypothesis of viral exogenous agency and made it 

fact, with no proof whatever.  They asserted: “Therefore, …the infecting agent 

of epidemic poliomyelitis belongs to the class of the minute and 

filterable viruses that have not thus far been demonstrated with certainty 

under the microscope.”  Therefore? 

Simon Flexner simply asserted it “must” be a polio virus killing the monkeys, 

because they could find no other explanation.  In fact he did not look for another 

source of the illnesses.  This was not scientific isolation.  It was wild speculation: 

“…not thus far been demonstrated with certainty under the microscope.” They 

admitted this in a December 18, 1909 follow up in JAMA, titled, THE NATURE OF 

THE VIRUS OF EPIDEMIC POLIOMYELITIS. 

The so-called “virus” they were injecting into monkeys was hardly pure.  It also 

contained an undetermined amount of contaminants.  It included “pureed spinal 

cord, brain, fecal matter, even flies were ground up and injected into monkeys to 

induce paralysis.”  Until Jonas Salk won approval from the US Government in April 

1955 for a polio vaccine, no scientific proof of existence of a virus causing 

poliomyelitis, or infantile paralysis as it was commonly known, had been 

proven.  That is the case to this day.  The medical world all took Flexner’s word that 

it “must” be a virus. 

Rockefeller Institute, Flexner and the American Medical Association 

The Rockefeller Institute was founded from the Standard Oil fortune of John D. 

Rockefeller in 1901, to be America’s first biomedical institute.  It was modelled on 

France’s Pasteur Institute (1888) and Germany’s Robert Koch Institute (1891). Its 

first Director, Simon Flexner, played a pivotal and most criminal role in 

the evolution of what became approved American medical practice. 

The Rockefeller goal was to completely control American medical practice and 

transform it into an instrument, at least initially, for promotion of medical drugs 

approved by the Rockefeller interests.  By then they were looking to monopolize 

medical drugs produced from their petroleum refining, as they had done with oil. 

As Rockefeller Institute head, Simon Flexner, was publishing his inconclusive but 

highly acclaimed studies on polio, he arranged for his brother, Abraham Flexner, a 

school teacher with no medical background, to head a joint study by the American 

Medical Association (AMA), the Rockefeller General Education Board, and 

the Carnegie Foundation founded by Rockefeller’s close friend Andrew Carnegie. 

The 1910 study was titled, The Flexner Report, and its ostensible purpose was to 

investigate the quality of all US medical schools.  The outcome of the report was, 

however, predetermined.  Ties between the well-endowed Rockefeller Institute and 

the AMA went through the corrupt AMA head, George H. Simmons. 

Simmons was also the editor of the influential Journal of the American Medical 

Association, a publication delivered to some 80,000 doctors across America.  He 

reportedly wielded absolute power over the doctors’ association.  He controlled the 

rising ad revenues for drug companies to promote their drugs to AMA doctors in his 

journal, a highly lucrative business. 
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He was a key part of the Rockefeller medical coup that was to completely redefine 

acceptable medical practice away from remedial or preventive treatment to use of 

often deadly drugs and expensive surgeries.  As head of the AMA Simmons realized 

that the competition from a proliferation of medical schools, including then-

recognized chiropractic, osteopathy, homeopathy and natural medicine, was 

lessening income of his AMA doctors, as the number of medical schools had 

increased from around 90 in 1880 to over 150 in 1903. 

Abraham Flexner, former headmaster of a private school, toured various US medical 

schools in 1909 and recommended that fully half of the 165 medical schools be 

closed, as what he defined as “sub-standard.”  This reduced competition from other 

approaches to healing diseases.  They ruthlessly targeted then-widespread 

naturopathic medical schools, chiropractic ones, osteopaths as well as independent 

allopathic schools unwilling to join the AMA regime. 

Then Rockefeller money went to the select schools with a proviso that professors be 

vetted by the Rockefeller Institute and the curriculum focus on drugs and surgery 

as treatment, not prevention, nor nutrition, nor toxicology as possible causes and 

solutions.  They had to accept Pasteur’s germ theory of disease, which claims one 

germ to one disease reductionism.  Rockefeller-controlled media launched a 

coordinated witch-hunt against all forms of alternative medicine, herbal remedies, 

natural vitamins and chiropractic – anything not controlled by 

Rockefeller patented drugs. 

By 1919 the Rockefeller General Education Board and the Rockefeller 

Foundation had paid out more than $5,000,000 to Johns Hopkins, Yale 

and Washington University in St. Louis medical schools.  In 1919 John D. 

Rockefeller granted another $20,000,000 in securities, “for the advancement of 

medical education in the United States.”  That would be comparable to about $340 

million today, a huge sum.  In short the Rockefeller money interests had hijacked 

American medical education and medical research by the 1920’s. 

Creating Virology 

This medical takeover, backed by the most influential doctors’ organization, the 

AMA, and its corrupt head, Simmons, allowed Simon Flexner to literally create 

modern virology under Rockefeller rules.  The highly controversial Thomas Milton 

Rivers, as director of The Rockefeller Institute’s virology laboratory, established 

virology as an independent field, separate from bacteriology, during the 

1920s.  They realized they could manipulate far easier when they could claim 

deadly pathogens that were invisible germs or “viruses.”  Ironically virus comes 

from Latin for poison. 

Virology, a reductionist medical fraud, was a creation of the Rockefeller 

medical cabal.  That highly important fact is buried in the annals of medicine 

today.  Diseases such as smallpox or measles or poliomyelitis were declared caused 

by invisible pathogens called specific viruses.  If scientists could “isolate” the 

invisible virus, theoretically they could find vaccines to protect people from 

harm.  So their theory went. 

It was a huge boon for the Rockefeller cartel of pharmaceutical companies, which at 

the time included American Home Products which falsely promoted drugs with no 
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proof of effect, such as Preparation H for Hemorrhoids, or Advil for pain relief; 

Sterling Drug,which took over the US assets including Aspirin of German Bayer 

AG after World War I; Winthrop Chemical; American Cyanamid and its subsidiary 

Lederle Laboratories; Squibb and Monsanto. 

Soon virus researchers at the Rockefeller Institute, in addition to claiming discovery 

of the poliomyelitis virus, claimed to discover the viruses that caused smallpox, 

mumps, measles and yellow fever.  Then they announced “discovery” of 

preventive vaccines for pneumonia and yellow fever.  All of these “discoveries” 

announced by the Institute proved false. 

With the control of the research in the new area of virology, the Rockefeller 

Institute, in collusion with Simmons at AMA and his equally corrupt 

successor, Morris Fishbein, could promote new patented vaccines or drug 

“remedies” in the influential AMA journal that went to every member doctor in 

America.  Drug companies refusing to pay for ads in the AMA journal were 

blackballed by the AMA. 

Controlling Polio Research 

Simon Flexner and the highly-influential Rockefeller Institute succeeded in 1911 in 

having the symptoms that were being called poliomyelitis to be entered into the US 

Public Health Law as a “contagious, infectious disease caused by an air-

borne virus.”  Yet even they admitted they had not proven how the disease enters 

the body of humans.  As one experienced doctor pointed out in a medical journal in 

1911, “Our present knowledge of the possible methods of contagion is based almost 

entirely upon the work done in this city at the Rockefeller Institute.” 

In 1951 Dr. Ralph Scobey, a critic of the Rockefeller rush to judgment on 

polio contagion, noted, “This of course placed reliance on animal experiments rather 

than on clinical investigations…”  Scobey also pointed to the lack of proof 

poliomyelitis was contagious: “…children afflicted with the disease were kept in 

general hospital wards and that not a single one of the other inmates of the wards 

of the hospital was affected with the disease.” 

The general attitude at that time was summed up in 1911: “It seems to us despite 

the lack of absolute proof, that the best interests of the community would be 

conserved by our regarding the disease from a contagious standpoint.” (sic). 

By having poliomyelitis symptoms classified as a highly contagious disease caused 

by an invisible, alleged exogenous or external virus, the Rockefeller Institute and 

the AMA were able to cut off any serious research for alternative explanations such 

as exposure to chemical pesticides or other toxins, to explain the seasonal 

outbreaks of illness and paralysis, even death, mostly in very young children.  That 

was to have fatal consequences lasting to the present. 

Why It Matters 

Over a century ago the world’s richest man, oil baron John D. Rockefeller, and his 

circle of advisors set about to completely reorganize how medicine was practiced in 

the USA and the rest of the world.  The role of the Rockefeller Institute and figures 

like Simon Flexner literally oversaw the invention of a colossal medical fraud around 
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claims that an invisible contagious extraneous germ, the polio virus, caused acute 

paralysis and even death in young people. 

They politically banned any efforts to link the disease to toxin poisoning, whether 

from DDT or arsenic pesticides or even contaminated vaccine poisoning.  Their 

criminal project included intimate cooperation with the leadership of the AMA and 

control of the emerging drug industry, as well as of medical education. 

The same Rockefeller group financed Nazi eugenics at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes 

in Germany in the 1930s as well as the American Eugenics Society.  In the 1970s 

they financed the creation of patented GMO seeds which were all developed by the 

group of Rockefeller chemical pesticide companies — Monsanto, DuPont, Dow. 

Today this control of public health and the medical industrial complex is exercised 

by David Rockefeller’s protegé and eugenics advocate, Bill Gates, self-appointed 

czar over the WHO and world vaccines.  Dr Tony Fauci, head of NIAID, 

dictates vaccine mandates without evidence. 

The fraud behind the polio virus scandal after World War II has been refined with 

use of computer models and other ruses today, to advance one alleged 

deadly virus after the other, from Covid19 to Monkeypox to HIV. 

As with polio, none of those has been scientifically isolated and proven to 

cause the diseases claimed.  None. 

The same tax-free Rockefeller Foundation today, posing as a philanthropic charity, is 

at the heart of the global medical tyranny behind covid19 and the eugenics agenda 

of the World Economic Forum Great Reset. 

Their poliomyelitis virus model helped them create this dystopian medical tyranny. 

We are told, “trust the science.” 

Source: https://principia-scientific.com/the-rockefeller-institute-and-the-criminal-

polio-fraud/ 

*** 

Virus Mania 

Under the guise of combating germs, the allopathic 

regime has created toxic pharmaceutical medications and 

disease-causing vaccines that the majority of Americans 

believe helps them ward off or lessen the impact 

of viruses, bacteria, germs, pathogens and parasites, but 

nothing is further from the truth. 

In fact, the medical protocol, as described in the 

book Virus Mania, is to literally sicken and kill the 

patients, but the doctors believe that if they don’t 

promote and prescribe under this model, they will get 

legally blamed for sickness and death of their patients. 

In other words, the practice of prescribing 

pharmaceuticals and administering vaccinations is 

MALPRACTICE in and of itself. 
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Louis Pasteur, who “discovered” the principles of vaccination, based everything on a 

flawed model of “germ theory” that holds no water today. 

French chemist and microbiologist Louis Pasteur lived from 1822 until 1895. He is 

known as the “father of bacteriology” and “germ theory.” Over time, his germ 

theory became the foundation of brewing fear-mongering in order to sell the world 

on “vaccinations” that were never proven safe or effective, despite faulty 

experiments and faked/manipulated clinical trials. Epidemics of all sorts were then 

invented to push million and billion-dollar profit models that only made patients 

sick, sicker and deathly ill, hence the term “virus mania.” 

Today, modern medicine, a.k.a. Western Medicine, uses indirect lab tools, 

including polymerase chain reaction (PCR) tests and antibody tests, that are 

worthless in detecting viruses. This has propagated the entire 

coronavirus pandemic, identifying the flu, tuberculosis (TB) and other infections 

as COVID-19, when they most certainly are not. Both the seasonal flu and TB have 

paralleled symptoms to the Fauci Flu, including difficulty breathing, fever, 

congestion and more. 

Bacterial infections are also being identified, through faulty testing, as 

the pandemic virus. This is generating much fear, which is the main goal of the 

medical industrial complex, because that sells the majority of the populace on 

getting “vaccinated” with these experimental, dangerous, ineffective and defective 

clot-shot injections. 

From the highly corrupt JAMA of the AMA to the faked and falsified clinical 

trials of Pfizer today, the mass media and Big Pharma have created virus 

mania 

Over a century ago, the Journal of the American Medical Association and the head 

of the AMA were rubber stamping (green lighting) all the dangerous, lab-concocted 

pharmaceutical (patentable) medications while calling all natural (widely available, 

affordable) remedies “quack” medicine. Today, nothing has changed. The media is 

much more powerful and is run by the biggest pharmaceutical conglomerates ever. 

The public is entirely misled about illnesses, prescription drugs, stressful lifestyles 

and malnutrition, just like in the past. 

Western Medicine cites fake studies, altered studies, and scripted studies that fit 

their agenda, while still calling the failed scientists of the past heroes and saviors. 

Scientists who support this failed model of medicine are awarded Nobel prizes and 

Pulitzer prizes for supporting a false narrative and pretending to have 

invented vaccines and medicines that save society from “deadly” germs, epidemics 

and pandemics. 

Meanwhile, the TV, newspapers, and shilling websites tote the line for pharma’s evil 

tactics, promoting everything from blood-clotting gene therapy injections to kidney-

decimating Remdesivir prescriptions, to choke-you-to-death in 4-days respirators 

for Fauci Flu. 

Americans witnessed the same “formula” for promoting the useless polio vaccine, 

where the fear-mongering press and CDC convinced the majority of Americans they 

(and their children) would become paralyzed for life if they caught polio, so they 

would all get vaccinated. Yet, the pathogenicity of such viral agents has never been 
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proven, it’s all just smoke and mirrors presented by a corrupt medical 

establishment that makes billions of dollars lying and deceiving the masses. 

Virus Mania authors called ‘BS’ about the COVID-19 pandemic before it 

ever even began 

The original Virus Mania book actually came out BEFORE 

the SARS Coronavirus scamdemic even began, explaining in depth how the medical 

industry invents epidemics and pandemics so they can bankroll billions of dollars in 

profits at patients’ expense. The book is very thorough and fact based, with over 

800 footnotes and scientific, evidence-based research to back up all the 

statements. 

The doctors and scientists who authored Virus Mania debunk the popular notions 

that most epidemics and pandemics are caused by a virus, while explaining how it’s 

really the pharmaceutical medications, vaccines and stress that cause the majority 

of sicknesses incurred by the populace today. 

Yes, we are still in the “Dark Ages” when it comes to treating Americans with 

medicine that prevents or lessens the impact of “germs.” It’s really weaponized 

medicine, not weaponized viruses, that are “attacking” all these people. Take heed 

of this prolific book that may save your life as well as your loved ones. 

Source: https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-07-10-the-fraud-of-louis-pasteur-and-

corrupt-history-of-virology-part-i.html 
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